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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-443 OL
) 50-444 OL

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF )..

NEW HN1PSHIRE, _e_t_ _al . )
)

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2 )

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL KALTMAN
TO THE FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF PHILIP

B. HERR ON NECHP CONTENTIONS III.12 AND III.13

Q.1. Please state your name and position with the NRC.

A .1. My name is Michael Kaltman. I am a Regional Planning

Analyst with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Have you prepared a statement of professional qualification?Q.2.

A.2. Yes. A copy of my statement of professional qualifications

is attached to this testimony.

Q.3. Are you the author of the " Demographic and Vehicular Demand

Estimates for an Evacuation Analysis of the Seabrook Station"

dated February,1982, which is referenced and discussed on

pp. 8-9 of the direct testimony of Philip B. Herr with regard

to NECNP contentions III.12 and III.3?

A.3. Yes, I am.
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Q.4. In his testimony, Mr. Herr critiques your study for five

reasons and concludes that taken together these deficiencies

would result in adding 10% or more to the staff estimate of

vehicle demand. Do you have any rebuttal testimony to offer

on these points?

A.4. Yes, I do an_d my response follows.

:

In his testimony, Philip 8. Herr alleges five deficiencies

concerning the NRC staff's estimates of population prepared

for the Seabrook evacuation analysis. This testimony

addresses Herr's comments as presented on pages 8 and 9 of

his statement.

1. Increased summer occupancy in year-round occupied housing

units. Based on his experience at Cape Cod, Herr contends

I that within the year-round housing stock summer occupants

displace winter residents, that the summer group is larger

in size than the winter occupant group, and that summertime|

guests are accommodated for varying periods by occupants of

I the year-round housing. Herr indicates that the increase

in occupancy rates from April to August averages one addi-

tional person per year-round occupied dwelling unit.

(See conclusion of testimony, Ref.1, p.8) With 4200

year-round housing units in the vicinity of the beaches,

i
|

I
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Herr estimates that the increased summer occupancy of

these units adds 4,000 persons and a substantial number

of vehicle trips in an evacuation, perhaps exceeding

2,000. (Ref.1, p.9)

The staff's opinion is that the seasonal changes
,

in household size within the year-round housing

stock as observed in the Cape Cod market may or

may not be appropriate to the Seabrook market.

If Mr. Herr wanted to rely on Cape Cod data, it

would have been desirable, if not necessary, for

him to have demonstrated the relevance of those

data. Further, the staff is not aware of any

empirical data which supports these alleged changes,

and Mr. Herr has provided none. However, even if such

displacement were to occur, the addition of people per

dwelling unit would be less than % person based on Herr's

data, not the one additional person per year-roundI

housfr.q unit cited. (See Ref.1, Exhibit B, p. 2)
.

i

With respect to the summertime guests who sty over-

night or for longer periods and who are accommodated

by occupants of year-round housing, the staff did

address this phenomenon contrary to Mr. Herr's
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assertion. Such people are labelled as " daily

transients." (See Ref. 2, p. 23, Figures 30 to 32,

Tables 33-35)

In conclusion, the staff does not believe that it has

understated population or vehicles as contended by

Mr. Herr. Using Mr. Herr's own data and assumptions

about displacement, the maximum increase would amount
i

! to 2100 people and 1000 vehicle trips; however, there

are reasons to assume--as stated above--that even these

numbers overstate the situation.

2. Transient parking at year-round occupied dwellings.

Mr. Herr is critical of the staff's omission of

transient parking on lots and in driveways of homes

south of Hampton Harbor. As a result, Mr. Herr

contends that the staff has clearly underestimated

the number of persons and vehicles at the beach.

The staff concluded that daily transient parking

is limited to houses on relatively large lots (lots

at least large enough to accommodate a vehicle). The

i staff concluded that parking on year-round private
!

| property would be Ifmited in beach areas south of the

| Hampton Harbor Inlet because of the relatively high

! density of development and small lot sizes.

. . - _ . -- _ - - ____. __ . .. . _ . _ . .__
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The area below the Hampton Harbor Inlet is divided

into two distinct housing areas, Seabrook Beach and

Salisbury Beach. In comparison to Salisbury Beach,

Seabrook Beach appears to be less intensively developed,

and to contain larger houses built on larger lots. In

the staff's judgement, Seabrook Beach has a higher
'

probability of accommodating additional transients than

the Salisbury Beach area.

The staff estimate of 465 year-round dwellings in the

Seabrook Beach area therefore, could generate an equal

number of vehicles--one transient vehicle per house--and

1440 people in the weekend scenario. (See Ref. 2, p. 23)

These increases in population and vehicles represent

approximately a 1 per cent increase in the totals for the

0-5 mile area on a summer week-end day. (See Ref. 2,

Tables 55 and 58)

|

|

If we assume that all year-round housing below the Hampton

Harbor Inlet and in proximity to the beaches would have

transient autos parked in their driveways or on individual

i lots, the estimated increased population would be 4,777 and

the incremental increase in automobiles is 1541. These

i

|
- - . . . . - -_ , .-. -.
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increases represent only 1.9 percent and 1.8 percent

of the population and vehicles estimated by the staff

to be present in the 0-10 mile area on a summer weekend day

and would thus be minor or minimal. (See Ref.2, Tables 55

and 58)

~.

3. Parking lot capacity has increased. Mr. Herr states that

the capacity of parking lots in the vicinity of the beaches

has increased particularly since 1978. He cites the testimony

of Robert Mark and Anthony Kuncho, respectively the Police Chief

and Fire Chief of the Town of Hampton, who state that the town

opened two municipal lots during 1983. They also indicate

other instances where individuals have added blacktopped

parking spaces for vehicles.

i

At the time the staff prepared its analysis, the only

known and systematic source of infonnation on on-street

parking was Public Service of New Hampshire. The staff

acknowledges that changes in parking lot capacity may

have occurred. However, without any precise quantifi-

cation of spaces added and an analysis of how those

spaces are being used, it is impossible for the staff

to conclude that the change in both spaces and vehicles

has been either material or substantial. In a footnote

|
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to his testimony, Mr. Herr indicates 500 added parking
|

lot spaces as contributing to the increased vehicular

demand. (See Ref.1, p.10) The 500 additional spaces

represent but 3.7 percent increase in the 13,436 parking

I lot spaces which the staff considered in its analysis.

(See Ref. 2, Table 22)
.-

4. Maximum walking distance to the beach. Mr. Herr contends
|

that the staff's use of 600 feet as the maximum walking
t

distance to the beach is without basis. He cites his own

experience observing people "apparently walking to and from

cars substantially more than 600 feet from the beaches in

all vicinities." (See Ref. 1, p. 10)

The staff utilized the applicant's maximum walking

distance to the beaches of approximately 600 feet

as set forth in the FSAR. This threshold distance

required judgment by the applicant regarding distances

daily transients would park from the beaches. All

streets in Hampton Beach were assessed for on-street

parking capacity because the applicant observed that

people walked greater distances to get to Hampton Beach.

I (See Ref. 3, p.2.1-3)

|
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Although some people may walk to the beach from

distances greater than 600 feet, Mr. Herr's

statement does not provide the basis for concluding

that such people account for more than an insignificant .

number of the daily transients who park within 600 feet.

! More importantly, a distance of 600 feet from the edge

of the beaches south of Winnacunnet Road encompasses most
, ,

of the on-street parking opportunities west of the marsh.

Beyond 600 feet and for varying distances, the predominant

land use is marsh, with the closest parking spaces being

along the highways leading to the beaches. The staff'

believes that parking opportunities along these routes are

ifmited.;

5. Confusion over the tenn " seasonal" housing which

introduces a major source of potential error.

According to Mr. Herr, both the applicant and staff

confuse " seasonal dwellings" with " seasonally occupied

dwellings". The confusion allegedly results in the

omission of the Census category of " year-round, held

for occasional use," which, Mr. Herr contends is an

i important and increasing percentage of the seasonal

housing stock. For example, the number of occasional

|
use housing units tripled between 1970 and 1980 in

Newburyport.

!

- - - .- - _ - . . - - _ . - _ - - . _ - . . - . -
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The housing to which Mr. Herr refers is year-round

in classification and is held for weekend or occasional

use throughout the year. As such, it differs from seasonal

housing which is intended for occupancy only during specific

seasonal periods. The applicant's methodology for identifying

seasonal, housing included a study of 1978-1979 electric meter

usage data within 5 miles of the Seabrook site, excluding

North Hampton. (See Ref. 3, p. 2.1-7) These data would

indicate seasonal and occasional use of the housing stock.

Mr. Herr would be correct if he had stated that occasional

and seasonal housing were combined; he is incorrect in

stating that our analysis omits the " year-round, held for

occasional use" housing stock.

I

But even had the staff neglected to consider this segment

of the housing stock, we would have overlooked only an

insignificant number of housing units. According to the

1980 Census of Housing, occasional housing represented 0.6

percent and 0.3 percent of the total of year-round housing

units in Rockingham and Essex Counties, respectively.

Because data on occasional units is not available in published

form for all towns comprising the 10-mile area, the staff

concluded that these units represent 1 percent of the year-

round housing stock, or 376 units. Moreover, the tripling

in growth of occasional units in Newburyport, Massachusetts,

i

L
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from 10 to 31, hardly represents a significant

contribution to either the year-round housing stock

or the seasonal population bulge as contended by

Mr. Herr.

Q.5 What is your conclusion concerning the deficiencies in your report?

A.5 I have two responses to Mr. Herr's comments which contribute to my

general conclusion. First, Mr. Herr focused his attention on

potential deficiencies in estimating the population in a dynamic

situation. Nowhere did Mr. Herr address the potentially signif-

icant double counting of population that is a pitfall in exercises

of this nature. One need only consider that full-time residents

could have also been counted as beach-goers or employees, or that

transients at hotels could have been counted as patronizing U.S.

Route 1 stores or the Seabrook dog track, to see that it is impossible

to parse the population into discrete groups.
|
|

|
Second, even if the staff were to admit the validity of the

l first three deficiencies, which in light of the above discussion
| it does not, the additional population and vehicles do not change

by more than a few percentage points the staff's estimates of

population and vehicles. Taking these two comments together, I

do not believe that Mr. Herr's comments alter the staff's analysis

in a significant way.

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

MICHAEL KALTMAN -
,

f U. S. NUCLEAR P.EGULATORY COMMISSION

,

i

1. I have been employed since January 1976 as a Regional Planning Analystj

in the Site Analysis Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. My
responsibilities include: reviewing socioeconomic impact and need for
power sections in environmental reports submitted by applicants; providing
technical assistance in the socioeconomic impact area to other branches
within NRC; and conducting generic research helpful in perfoming socio-
economic impact analysis. I have prepared testimony on socioeconomic
impacts for four NRC hearings,-three of which have been completed. I
have also written the socioeconomic sections for twenty FES's and have
acted as technical oversight for eleven other FES's.

,
.

2. In 1%2 I received a Bachelor of Arts in History from Rutgers University.
One year later I received a Master of Arts in History from the University of
Pennsylvania. The University of Pennsylvania granted me a Master of City
Planning in 196'i and a Certificate in City Planning for advanced research in
1966. While at the University of Pennsylvania I was a Research Assistant in
the Institute for Urban Studies and participated in the analysis of data for
tLe Penn-Jersey regional transportation study.

3. Prior to y present position, I was employed from 1971 to 1976 by the
Baltimore City Department of Planning. During the latter two years, as

i

| Chief of the Research Section, I was responsible to the Director for policy
and planning studies in population, land use, housing, commercial r opment,
and community facilities. Prior to becoming Chief of Research, I J )

Principal Planner charged with directing long range studies in hous ..v.
population, and economic development for Baltimore's Comprehensive Policies
Plan.

4. From 1970 to 1971 I was employed as a Housing Planner in the Housing
Planning Bureau of the New York State Division of Housing and Community
Renewal. In that capacity I developed the concepts and work program for
the State's efforts to plan for the development of industrialized housing
by local government. I also supervised staff on the development of compre-
hensive housing studies which were inputs to the state-wide housing plan.

| S. From 1967 to 1970 I was employed by Robert B. Mitchell and Associates as
a Principal Planner. During this period I participated in the development and
analysis of a public investment model for New York City. I was also responsible
for developing and implementing a procedure to evaluate capital projects.

6. For a two-year period prior to 1967 I was employed on a part-time basis by
municipal agencies, a planning consultant, and by a state agency. In these
positions I dealt with code enforcement, transportation research, zoning
ordinances, economic base studies, and neighborhood change.
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